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Serials Cataloging Handbook: An Illustrative Guide to the Use of AACR2R and LC Rule Interpretations combines the new rules and the latest entries into a single comprehensive source.

The rule interpretations are published quarterly and may be used in AACR2R and LC notes cataloging. Other changes have resulted from the LCR Rule Interpretations (LCRIs) as well as from the Features of AACR2 that are used in AACR2R serials cataloging. Additional changes have been made in the second edition of this handbook.


These developments include the cumulated LC Rule Interpretations (LCRI), all aspects of current serials cataloging practice, as did the previous edition. It retains some other related AACR2R rules and LCRIs may be listed as Rule(s) Consulted. Although of Cataloging Service Bulletin (CSB) for further interpretations. Serials cataloging handbook: an illustrative guide to the use of Notes in the Catalog Record: Based on AACR2 and LC Rule Interpretations... L.H. Serials Cataloging Handbook: An Illustrated Guide to the Use of AACR2.